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QUESTION 1

Ralph does not want IBM Notesusers in his organization to be able to make changes to return receipt settings. He
decided to check the "Do not allow users to set return receipt" option in the Mail Settings document and apply policy to
the user. What else must Ralph do in order to ensure users are not able to make changes to return receipt settings? 

A. Set Notes_WA_SendReturnReceipt=0 in the IBM Domino server notes.ini. 

B. In the Mail Settings document, un-check the "Enable return receipt on outgoing email" option. 

C. Nothing else needs to be done to ensure users are not able to make changes to return receipt settings. 

D. On the Preferences - Mail tab of the Desktop Settings document, disable the "Send Return Receipt" option. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When IBM HTTP Server and IBM Domino are installed on the same computer, which file is configured on the Domino
system? 

A. ihs.ini 

B. dom.config 

C. domino.conf 

D. dominoconfig.nsf 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the server task used to work with the credential store application? 

A. IDmgmt 

B. Keymgmt 

C. Servmgmt 

D. Certmgmt 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

How would enabling "Mark new contacts as private by default" affect users? 
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A. Users would not be able to send Contacts as vCards to other users. 

B. Contacts would automatically be hidden from the default contacts viewin the local address book. 

C. Users would be prevented from adding contacts as public as they would not be able to override the policy setting. 

D. Users would have to manually remove the \\'Mark private\\'option when creating new contacts if they wanted to
delegate access to those contacts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Julian imported an .ics file into his IBM Notes 9.0 calendar. The meeting is flagged as already existing and Julian
decides to import the entry anyway. He then calls the help desk as he is now seeing a duplicate entry on his calendar.
What is causing this behavior? 

A. Julian\\'s mail file has the wrong template version. 

B. Julian accidentally removed replication for his local replica. 

C. Julian is running both Notes 8.5.3 FP1 and Notes 9.0 on the same machine. 

D. Notes 9.0 changed the behavior of the import process and Notes isfunctioning as designed. 

Correct Answer: D 
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